Co-Partner Mother Earth
Inescapable Oneness
an essay from

Master Yeshua
This month, I will talk about the spirit of Mother Earth. There are
many names for this spirit -- Gaia, ecology (ecology actually comes
close), global ecology, and Mother Earth, of course.
These names imply, in their weak personification, an intelligence, a
comprehensive unified livingness, rather than
 a space, here, where this forest is alive,
 and a space, here, where these grasslands are alive,
 and a space, here under the ocean, where all sorts of
magnificent life forms can be found.
No, we are talking something much broader than that. We are
talking the totality of the globe on which we walk. Well, I could say
on which you walk, but we do show up from time to time. And we
are coming closer, but that is a different paper.
A Grand Spirit Well-Clothed
This essay is about the totality of Mother Earth as an entity, as a
total entity, as a grand spirit that is clothed in an earth. This
magnificent spirit is clothed in minerals, in water, in rock
formations; is clothed in oceans and mountains, in prairie lands and
grasslands and tundra and icecaps. This is the clothing of our
Mother Earth – the outer clothing. And within, there are resources
humanity has deemed precious – gems and precious minerals,
precious resources – oil, gas, copper, zinc, iron. I am talking about
what humanity has deemed as precious – copper, lead, nickel, gold,
and silver. These are resources put to various uses by humanity.
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With the way in which humanity has spread across the face of
Mother Earth, we have political divisions – countries and nations, I
shan’t go into the difference. A river might divide one from another,
or a mountain range, or a land line that does not exist except by
agreement between this nation and that nation.
Show me where Mother Earth has said one country exists, one
country ends here and the next starts here. Mother Earth does not
make this distinction. An island certainly has boundaries, but not all
islands are single countries. These boundaries exist within the minds
of men, not on Mother Earth. Now why is this important?
Boundaries, Bounty And Partnerships
Because certainly we must respect the national differences,
differences that have evolved in culture, differences that have
evolved in of course languages – which are the obvious distinction.
But tastes, too. Which foods are good, which foods are not. This
depends, in large part, as to what is easily accessible – or at least it
used to – for the food comes from the land, and the sea, and the
air. All of these belong to Mother Earth. And she brings forth this
bounty co-partnering with humanity. Co-partnering.
Now Mother Earth can do quite fine on her own. There are ways –
ask the ecologists – there are ways that seeds are dispersed, that
seeds take root, that seeds grow into flowers, trees, grasses, foods,
etc. Pick an environmentally oriented program on television and you
will find how wild-life and forests, and grasslands, and wetlands, and
rivers, and oceans, can survive just fine without humanity. Not that
they should, I am not saying that. I am saying that they can. There
is a difference.
Without Co-Partnership. . . .
When respect is lost for the co-partnership and the natural rhythms
and cycles of Mother Earth, there is a problem. There is a problem
brewing, there is a dysfunction brewing.
I will repeat that. When the co-partnership perspective is lost, there
is a dysfunction brewing.
Now, for the convenience of human beings, we have borders, we
have boundaries. Step across this line and you are no longer in that
governmental province, you are in this governmental province. All
right. Humanity has agreed that these boundaries exist.
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Who Owns An Aquifer?
Let us take a resource, a precious resource, be it a copper mine, a
river with rubies, an underground layer of gas or oil. Now we take
and we draw boundaries on the face of the Earth, the surface.
Supposing under this surface there is an aquifer. Who owns that?
The aquifer stretches from point A to point Z, and between point A
and point Z on the face of the Earth, let’s say there are three
geographical units that humanity has defined. Which one owns the
aquifer?
Do you own the aquifer because you drill down from your country,
from the land that you call yours?
Or is this resource meant to be shared?
Well, that’s a rhetorical question because my answer is, “Yes, it is
meant to be shared.”
Why?
Mother Earth’s resources are available for the benefit of the plants,
of animals, of humanity. These are resources of Mother Earth.
Water, fresh potable water is a resource . . . and you would not
share? I would ask why. We do not judge, I do not judge.
Contrary to what you may have read in any scripture anyplace, in
any holy texts, in any exegesis on holy texts, I do not judge. God
does not judge.
The only judge is your own soul. And that judgment is based on how
close you have come to the purpose and intentions and plans you
laid out when you incarnated. You judge yourself. And you judge
yourself for the good you may have done or the harm you may have
done.
You judge yourself.
Then you make plans for what it is that is needed to balance out
what you have or have not done in past lives. You work with the
souls that you have or have not helped or hurt. You work with
guides, and you plan your next life. Your next life planning is not a
solo operation.
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I Only Ask That You Listen To Your Heart
All right, that was an aside on judgment, and I have talked about
judgment in another essay.1 The point being that I do not judge. I
ask questions, and I present facts, and I would encourage you to
reach inside and find the Christ within, that dwells within your heart.
Listen to your heart – for the soul speaks through your heart – and
let the Christ consciousness emerge. This I would ask.
So I would ask, not in judgment, but in encouraging you to simply
look inward and ask the question yourself: Why?
Why would you not share the resources of Mother Earth?
What are you assuming about others or the environment? I don’t
know. I can only ask the question. What are you assuming at the
base? When you get down to the bedrock of your assumptions, what
are they that you say this you will share and this you will not? I only
ask you to think about it.
Respect For A Great Being
Now, if you are still with me, and you recognize that Mother Earth is
a Great Being, a Great Advanced Being who has taken on the
garments of land, sea, air, a Being that has a rhythm and a purpose
within the cosmos, what respect is owed this Great Being? This
Being upon whose health your survival depends? Think about that
one.
I don’t think anyone is going to dispute that. So if you can
understand from your very heart that your survival and the survival
of those you love, as well as the survival of those you don’t happen
to love at the moment, all depend upon the health of this Great
Being called Mother Earth, in what ways are you helping to keep
Mother Earth healthy?
And I will tell you, she has a cold.
She is getting weaker, and if that cold turns to the equivalent of
pneumonia. . . . Well, go visit someone with pneumonia or
remember your bronchitis and you will know.

“Discernment, Judgment, Forgiveness,” September, 2011. This essay can be
found in the 2011 archives of ThoughtsFromAMaster.com,
http://thoughtsfromamaster.com.
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You have environmentalists, and plenty of media stories about the
dangers and what will happen, and I will not go there. You probably
feel overloaded with those facts.
Oneness
But what I will ask is that you think about this in the concept of
Oneness. Go back to my comments on Oneness2. I would ask, then,
for you to consider the concept of Oneness in the totality of the
Earth system which is, at its core, at its heart, Mother Earth. And be
kind. Be active in whatever capacity you are. Be responsible, be
active, even when you may think it a minor thing. Recycle.
Recycling paper.
You have many books and movies and media and resources, many,
many resources to tell you what is happening, and they probably do
not all agree.
 Is there global warming and is there not global warming?
 Did we cause it? Did we not cause it?
 How did it get there? Is this an accident?
 This person’s fault? This company’s fault?
Pointing the finger of blame is not going to help Mother Earth. What
will help Mother Earth is an agreement.
If humanity can agree, if human beings can agree that
 there is a line which exists only on some map,
 that there is a demarcation between this country and that
country because of a river, a mountain range, a fence, a fence
that isn’t even a natural object,
 or no fence at all, merely a sign on the road that says you
have left this and you have entered that,
 or there is a guard station checking a passport and you could
move that guard station 2 miles either direction and Mother
Earth wouldn’t care. . . .
If humanity can agree on these kinds of demarcations, why can’t
humanity agree that it is in their best interest to live within the
rhythms of the whole of Mother Earth?
If she becomes ill, if she dies, much will change. I think that is
pretty obvious. Let us not go to that radical extent, because that
“Oneness,” May, 2011, and “Personal Creative Power and Oneness,” June 2011.
These essays can be found in the 2011 Archives of ThoughtsFromAMaster.com,
http://thoughtsfromamaster.com/.
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borders on fear mongering, and I do not wish in any way to fuel
fear.
What I do wish to fuel is the concept of co-partnering with Mother
Earth. And thinking of Mother Earth as your co-partner in this
existence, you have a partner in this life of yours – a partner
without whom you wouldn’t be living the life you’re living, no matter
what you may think of that life.
So I would have you take a look at Mother Earth as a co-partner in
your existence. Think on that, and what that means, and what that
means to you.
My blessings on you all. May you find your own answer in your own
heart as to how best to preserve the health of the co-partner
without whom you would not be where you are. Without whom life
as we know it would not exist.
Blessings,
Master Yeshua
March, 2012*
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